September 2018
Attendance: Tammy Camp, Arin Rohrbach, Kristin MacGregor, Lisa Jensen, Tiffany
Logan, Melissa Diehl, Serena Mease, Ruth Young, Rick Veasey
● PTC Meals are generally filled up. Just need some volunteers to help during the
day of PTC.
● Book Fair: Wednesday needs spots filled. Sending texts out to fill those empty
spots.
● JOG-A-THON
○ Concerns about smoke conditions.
○ Back up plan: 2 classes in GYM #1, 2 classes in GYM #2.
○ Possibly reschedule the Chalk Run.
○ Email city about possibility of rescheduling park if needed.
○ Watch the air quality the day before, and make a decision if we need to
reschedule.
○ Assign each grade and volunteers to a specific spot (divided 1-4)
○ Someone needs to be over Leo.
○ Tammy has colored tape that we will stake into the ground to mark each
station.
○ Backpacks will have a designated area.
○ We have enough sponsors to cover Teacher Appreciation week.
● October Calendar
○ 2-5: Counting Money (Anyone who is free come and count at 8 am)
○ 2nd: Box Tops Due 4th: Dress Down Day
○ 12th: JAT Winners Announced
○ 17th: JAT class parties.

■ Elementary School class winners will be in their classes. Middle
School meet in Ruth’s classroom for Pizza and find another
teacher’s room or multipurpose room for the Cupcake and Popcorn
Parties.
○ 23rd: SAC Meeting in Conference Room
○ 31st: Halloween Carnival, Half Day
■ Purchase another snow cone machine and cotton candy machine.
■ Decide if we should do a Trunk or Treat. Get votes from SAC
members not in attendance. (Possibly ask for non candy donations)
■ Could we get smaller cups for the snow cones to help it go faster?
● Veterans Day Assembly: Planning on simplifying and not doing a reception this
year. SAC would donate flowers, but not be in charge. Money is possibly in the
budget for the Assembly.

